in power consumption and heat output.
To combat this, chipmakers made a historic switch. Since 2004, they have concentrated on increasing the number of processors on a chip, allowing the speed at which individual processors operate to plateau. So the dual and quad chips now common in laptops, offering two or four processors, may well be upgraded to 128 or 256 cores by 2015. This means that the cheap Linux supercomputing clusters common in universities would have hundreds of thousands of processors, and dedicated supercomputers might have hundreds of millions. The processors will not necessarily be blazingly fast -Blue Gene/P's 850-MHz chips are little faster than a Pentium III from 1999. But with their numerical advantage they won't have to be.
This new reliance on parallel processing for increased performance means that companies from Microsoft to Nintendo will have to rethink their software -and so will scientists. A few scientific applications fall into the favoured subset called 'embarrassingly parallel problems' . Genome analysis using BLAST software to compare sequences and mass spectroscopy for proteomics are generally fairly easy to parallelize, says Leroy Hood, president of the Institute for Systems Biology in Seattle, Washington. Each processor can take on a specific task without much reference to what all the others are doing. But other sorts of problem, in which many of the calculations depend on other calculations being done elsewhere, are not so tractable.
For the moderate levels of parallelism seen to date, it is possible to get by with the current practice of writing code, and designing models, in terms of linear sequences of instructions and then parallelizing once satisfied. To get the most out of massive parallel clusters and machines, that will no longer be an option. "Coding models running across as many as a million processors is a new challenge we have to meet," says Tim Palmer of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts in Reading, UK, who is interested in petaflop machines for climate modelling. "We have no choice but to follow the hardware trends. "
Scientists need to shift to thinking in parallel from the outset, designing hypotheses and code accordingly, says Horst Simon, associate lab director for computing at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, California. He describes what is needed as nothing short of a "revolution in scientific programming". Such a revolution has been brewing for decades, but there hasn't been much storming of the barricades. "The high-performance computing community has been working on the parallel-programming problem for over 25 years. concerns that environmental science is about to hijack science as a whole. "A danger of the environment becoming so dominant," he told Nature, "is that other branches of science will be playing second fiddle." To do justice to science as a whole, Willis said, Pearson will have to "get to grips with a portfolio that is absolutely massive".
The creation of the DIUS, which in institutional terms will treat science as more closely linked to education than to enterprise, has received mixed reviews. "It makes sense to put science and higher education together," says Colin Blakemore, shortly to step down as chief executive of the Medical Research Council.
But David Brown, chief executive of the Institution of Chemical Engineers, warns that "Innovation and science should be located in the same ministry as enterprise and skills. I fear we will continue to be held back by the traditional interdepartmental boundaries."
■
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Such challenges, say experts, will expose serious weaknesses in the capacities of the scientific computation community. "The scientific community is not very good at software development, " says Simon. He reckons his 20-year-old son, who writes gaming software for fun, is way ahead of most scientists in addressing the challenge of parallel programming. "I'm amazed at what he can do just using open-source libraries, " he says. Although there are exceptions, such as high-energy physics and bioinformatics, many labs keep their software development close to their chests, for fear that their competitors will put it to better use and get the credit for the academic application of the program. There is little incentive to get the software out there, says Simon, and such attitudes plague development.
One underlying reason is that in academia, software professionals are not given due recognition. "Why would you work at a low salary at a university, where the academic hotshot gets all the credit, " asks Simon, "when you could work at a gaming company, be the hotshot and get stock options?"
■
Declan Butler
Parallel lines: the Blue Gene/P computer (left) will be up to ten times faster than the current record-holder Blue Gene/L. Climate for change: Ian Pearson will take on the science brief. 
